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The Online Business Startup Tool 

takes business owners from their 

gateway agency of registration 

on a simple, guided tour through 

the many agencies that startup 

businesses need to consider 

interacting with. 

The Connecticut Secretary had a problem; she was losing staff left and 
right to attrition. Knowledgeable staff. Productive staff. And she could not plug 
the holes due to a statewide hiring freeze in the wake of the Great Recession. While 
she had the foresight to expand and update automated systems so that filings kept 
moving, customer service began to falter. There simply were not enough bodies to 
man the phone lines. Staff grew frustrated, customers grew frustrated, and the Sec-
retary knew she had to act.

The Secretary studied the problem and before long noticed a trend: business startup 
calls could take anywhere from five minutes to 45 minutes each, draining staff time 
and causing busy signals that angered the entrepreneurs who needed startup assis-
tance. The inclination was to support each caller, directing them to relevant agen-
cies and providing phone numbers, web addresses; anything to help a new business 
get off the ground in a state that needed economic development, but there were 
not enough staff resources to provide comprehensive customer service. If there was 
only something she could do to alleviate the problem, for both her constituents and 
her staff…

The Secretary acted swiftly. She put a plan 
together and enlisted the assistance of her 
automation vendor to address the prob-
lem. Within six months the Connecticut On-
line Business Startup Tool was launched. 
It was developed as a Business One Stop 
portal with a Wizard-style user interface 
that guides entrepreneurs through the 
important stages of startup, across many 
agencies, allowing her staff to pivot start-
up callers to the portal and eliminating 
that nagging busy signal for good. 

The Online Business Startup Tool takes business owners from their gateway agen-
cy of registration on a simple, guided tour through the many agencies that startup 
businesses need to consider interacting with. The portal anticipates and answers 
most typical startup questions with simple on-screen guidance and contains links 
to the appropriate landing pages at other filing, permitting, and licensing agencies. 
Connecticut’s Business One Stop model also provides value-added links to organi-
zations that help startups to draft business plans, locate a suitable physical plant, 
seek government program funding and private finance assistance, and much more.

Soon after the advent of the Online Business Startup Tool, the phone traffic began 
to diminish and constituents began to call with compliments instead of castigations. 
The Secretary was honored for her efforts that year with a Merit Award from the 
International Association of Commercial Administrators (IACA) for her innovation in 
fostering this wildly successful technical solution

The Problem

Today’s consumer of government services is savvy and has worlds of infor-
mation at their fingertips. Government agencies must be able to provide 
lightning fast, super-easy service if they are to meet the expectations of 
the modern constituent. Stephen Goldsmith was a two-term Mayor of Indianap-
olis and served as Deputy Mayor of New York City. He summed up the problem this 
way in an article for the Harvard Business Review:

“Customers apply for bank loans at automated teller machines but still endure slow, 
one-size-fits-all service at the motor vehicles bureau. Construction companies order 
supplies over the Internet but still lose time and money waiting for permits at city 
hall. People can call 24-hour help lines at most service companies, but government 
is still strictly 9 to 5. Voters will tolerate some inefficiency and unresponsiveness 
from government, but their patience is wearing thin. They are demanding better val-
ue for their tax dollars from those they elect.”i

Government has by-and-large transformed from paper processes to digital pro-
cesses, but that transformation is “so yesterday.” It is no longer good enough to be 
automated. Now, government must be optimized for the Internet. An agency that 
supplies speed and a user-friendly interface on its own website is to be commend-
ed for its efforts. However, that alone will not maximize efficiency for customers or 
for staff. Agencies lose the leverage of their automation if they cannot provide in-
ter-agency operability.

Voters will tolerate some inefficiency and 

unresponsiveness from government, but 

their patience is wearing thin.
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Enter, The Business One Stop Solution

One way to overcome the Silo Effect and bring new efficiencies to state 
government is through the development of a Business One Stop. Like the 
Connecticut Online Business Startup Tool, a Business One Stop cuts across silos and 
agency jurisdictional boundaries to provide a clean, easy, and efficient user experi-
ence for consumers of state government services.

Business One Stop models come in all forms. Many combinations begin with a gate-
way agency like the Secretary of State’s busi-
ness filing office, and initially pull in other 
agencies that allow customers to sensibly ac-
complish business needs in a single-session, 
single-transaction environment. Examples 
include the state revenue department and 
the state departments of consumer protec-
tion, labor and environmental protection. Be-
tween these five agencies, an entrepreneur 
can fill out universal forms that satisfy all of 
their registration, licensing, and permitting 
requirements. The technology pre-populates 
data already entered by the customer into 
the corresponding fields of the other agen-
cies’ forms to diminish repetitive data entry.

Another backend use for a Business One Stop solution might be to marry the vot-
er registration database to the Department of Motor Vehicles and Vital Statistics 
agencies to create an automated and accurate system to cross-validate voter regis-
trants. While this does not have an immediate customer-facing benefit, it promotes 
efficiency and saves tax dollars by unifying a system around a state business need 

rather than around agency jurisdictional bor-
ders. And all citizens benefit from an accurate 
voter database!

Some states have coordinated efforts across 
human service organizations, or emergency 
operations and public safety agencies. Once 
the Silo Effect is overcome, there are many 
permutations that would benefit and gen-
erate new efficiencies for the state and for its 
citizens.

The Silo Effect

The problem is that agencies classically adopted automation at different 
rates, as a product of the innovative spirit of their leadership and as they 
were able to secure tech innovation funds. As a result, agencies within the 
same state lacked the opportunity to coordinate automated government 
services. The result is a broken landscape of disparate technologies, with 
no apparent vision for connecting services across agency jurisdictional 
boundaries. Services are organized by jurisdictional authority rather than 
the business need of the customer. Each agency is an automated island unto itself; 
a silo. “The Silo Effect refers to a lack of information flowing between groups or 
parts of an organization. On a farm, silos prevent different grains from mixing. In an 
organization, the Silo Effect limits the interactions between members of different 
branches of the company, thus leading to reduced productivity.”ii

Just like private organizations, state governments 
can suffer from the Silo Effect. When various de-
partments don’t collaborate, the results are in-
efficiency and poor customer service. Ellen Perl-
man contributed a piece to Governing magazine 
entitled, “The Anti-Silo Solution: Coming up with 
the cash and willpower to build IT projects across 
agency lines.” In that article, she makes the point 
that executive branch agencies remain siloed de-

spite usually operating under the aegis of a single authority figure in the state Gov-
ernor. Citing her interview source in the article, she states:

“The executive branch is no better. Each department or agency has its own budget 
to protect – and its own IT projects to push… ‘you end up with independent technol-
ogy kingdoms.’ Those are expensive kingdoms to run. While automating processes 
and putting basic constituent services online can reduce costs, allowing agencies to 
build duplicate systems is counterproductive… a state government stands to bene-
fit fiscally if agency funds and IT processes are pooled.”

A Simplified Approach
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When various departments 

don’t collaborate, the results 

are inefficiency and poor 

customer service. 
A Basic BOS portal provides links but little or no integration. The Intermediate adds 

integration with early partner agencies and links to other agencies, allowing prospec-

tive partner agencies to observe the success of the core portal and later commit to full 

portal integration, as with the PCC Advanced BOS.
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Conclusion

Secretaries-past claimed glory for transforming paper processes to digital process-
es, bringing new efficiencies and savings to state government. Their legacies outlive 
their administrations. As ground-breaking as those foundational automation efforts 

were, innovators will heed a new call; the call to modernize, to break down the ar-
tificial constraints of prior, siloed thinking, and to promote excellent customer ser-
vice for today’s consumer of state services. A Business One Stop solution will restore 
your agency’s primacy and extend its reach and influence, all while serving the best 
interests of your constituents.

Simplicity Is Crucial

An effective Business One Stop solution will deliver clean, simple trans-
actions in a single-entry, customer-centric environment. In June 2016, Gov-
erning.com ran a column by William D. Eggers entitled “Digital Government and the 
Virtues of Simplicity.” The column was an excerpt from his book entitled Delivering 
on Digital: The Innovators and Technologies That Are Transforming Government. In 
that, Eggers states:

“Any mechanic knows that simple systems are harder to break. Digital thinkers ap-
ply that ethos to everything they do. It’s a core value of every successful technology 
company: If the user is not happy, or is in any way slowed down or frustrated by the 
technology, then the whole business crumbles. So they try to design simple and 
intuitive experiences.”iii 

Also in that piece, Eggers quotes Jen Pahlka, the CEO of Code for America. She 
states,“Our government is addicted to complexity in a way that isn’t serving us well… 
and the complexity itself is actually the problem.”  He goes on to retell the example 
Pahlka provides, noting, “She [Pahlka] believes that the best digital services make 
complex transactions and interactions simple and elegant. Think of Uber, which has 
made the potentially complex process of getting from place to place without a car 
as simple as opening an app on your smartphone and pressing ‘request an Uber.’” 

When it comes to government services in particular, Egger leaves us with a sobering 
reminder of our duty to get things right:

“…[T]here’s more at stake than clean design. 
The massive complexity of government is not 
just frustrating. It can have tragic consequences, 
whether it is a veteran trying to navigate his way 
through the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs’ 
1,000-plus websites or a caregiver trying to find 
the right mental-health services for a loved one. 
Small and simple will always succeed where bulky 
and overwrought fail.”iv

The moral Egger imparts suggests that it is important to entrust the design and 
execution of your Business One Stop solution to an experienced vendor partner. 
If planned and executed well, a Business One Stop solution can bring tremendous 
benefits of efficiency and enhanced customer service. A failed effort, however, can 
have devastating consequences, not only for future efforts to collaborate across 
agency borders, but also for the constituents you are trying to help.

Innovators will heed a new call; the call 

to modernize, to break down the artificial 

constraints of prior, siloed thinking, and 

to promote excellent customer service for 

today’s consumer...

The massive complexity of 

government is not just 

frustrating. It can have tragic 

consequences...
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Ready to innovate?

Call now for a demo or for additional info:

860.242.3299

This white paper was prepared by GCR Inc., a leading national provider of state and municipal market government sector software. Our aim is to develop, im-
plement, and support advanced automation solutions that assist agencies to administer their business with maximum efficiency, while driving unprecedented 
levels of transparency and public access to data. GCR Inc. is experienced in working with state clients to design, implement, and maintain effective Business 
One Stop solutions across the country.  For additional information, contact Sales Executive Seth Klaskin at (860)580-7301 or sklaskin@gcrincorporated.
com. 
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